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Creating Beautiful Homes
The MODEL Projects Mantra 
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Introduction to Tender Submission - Our Show Home submission includes two .PDF reports. This document and an accompanying Creation Pack 
Report of the proposed home from our tender submission for one of the showhomes at Graven Hill Village.

1. MODEL Projects Ltd. Show Home Proposal 

This document outlines the Submission Assessment Criteria, in the 
following pages; 

1. Plot preference (p.14)
2. Proposed Scheme (Document 2. Creation Pack Report) 
3. Key Features (p. 8 -11)
4. Indicative purchase price (Creation Pack Report and p.14)
5. Programme - Timeline & Checklist  (Document 2. Creation Pack 

Report)
6. Timeline (p.14)
7. Financial Offer (p.14)
8. Management and long term involvement (p.14)
9. Confirmation of the documents (p.14)

170127 Show Homes & Demonstrator Plots Tender Information V1.0.docx

The design has been developed considering the use of Structurally 
Insulated Panels (SIPs), the orientation of the sites, the layout and spaces 
are open plan and suitable for contemporary living. We have included high 
quality materials and key design features, to create a contemporary, 
sustainable home.

2. Creation Pack Report 

In order to illustrate our proposed scheme (as per submission criteria 
point 2.), we have provided a bespoke design within our Stage 1; 
Creation Pack Report format. This report includes the following aspects 
of our home;

● Design & Appearance
● Space & Layout
● Budget Analysis 
● Timeline & Checklist 
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The GRAVEN HILL Village Development Company and MODEL Projects Ltd collaboration VISION

Helping to revolutionise the future of homebuilding...

… One home at a time
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About MODEL Projects Ltd

The Ideal Partner…
● MODEL Projects Ltd. are a young, dynamic forward thinking design practice who share the Graven Hill values and objectives.

● Innovative design led team with a unique three stage process to support our clients through their new build journey, from conception to completion.

● Supporting aspiring self-builders is what we do.

Core Focus:

● Bespoke, site specific, unique designs for individual client’s needs

● Modern materials and building techniques

● ECO -Friendly  and Renewables

● Cutting Edge Technology

● Working with one of the Pioneer 10, at Foundation Square alongside GHDC

● On Site Design Studio, Advice and Information Centre

● We are winners of “Best of Houzz 2017” for our Customer Service

● Self Build Homes throughout the UK, with Structurally Insulated Panel (SIPs) 
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About MODEL Projects Ltd

Who We Are…

Client focused, design lead team. We use the latest Computer 
Graphic Technology to Create Beautiful Homes for our clients. 

We design living spaces, bringing them to life in a way that no line 
drawing can. This allows the client to clearly imagine the home 
they will be building making the whole process easier and with 
much less risk. 

As the client is better informed decisions are made faster, 
increasing speed of completion and controlling cost.

With the team's combined knowledge and experience across 
hundreds of projects, we are continuously striving to improve our 
process and create efficiency, enabling us to be the most 
competitive on the market.

We are team of ambitious young architectural designers. We have 
all grown up with backgrounds of property development, building 
and living on site at times!

MODEL Projects Ltd. also benefit from an experienced board.

Offering a complete and fully managed solution, Model Projects 
empowers homeowners to create their dream home.
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About MODEL Projects Ltd

What We Do…
We help clients

Visualise, Organise and Realise
their beautiful, dream home.

Our unique, three stage process developed with state of the art 3D technology enables clients to make faster 
decisions, reduce build time and control their budget.

Three Stage Process

1 2 3
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About MODEL Projects Ltd

What We Have Done at Graven Hill…

Our Three Stage Process
Examples of our three stage process, for one of the first projects at Graven Hill, 

Plot 10, Foundation Square with Garrie and Sue

1 2 3
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Structurally Insulated Panels (SIPs) - Innovative Construction Methods

Kingspan TEK is our preferred build system.

This is a high performance building fabric solution for extremely low energy buildings. The airtight home requires little or no heating at all, meaning that this 
construction easily meets Passive Design Standards. 

● Recognised by major building warranty providers
● Holds BBA certification and is recognised by most mortgage providers
● The Kingspan TEK Building System is designed and manufactured in the 

factory. Therefore the scheme (including all ancillaries) are delivered 
complete and from one source, enabling a weather-tight structure to be 
erected quickly

● Defects are vastly reduced due to the factory-controlled manufacture, 
precise engineering and the design of the Kingspan TEK Building System

● Thermally Efficient 

● Creates a sealed, airtight home

● Large spans without downstands and structure

● Contemporary material 

Key Features - Creating Beautiful Homes
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Key Features - Creating Beautiful Homes

High Quality, Durable and Sustainable Materials 

All of MODEL Projects individually designed homes are conceived with natural daylight, ventilation and good layout of space in mind. 
New technology materials can be very affordable, particularly when the efficiency, low maintenance and longevity of the products are factored in.

Glazing

● High performing glazing compliments the SIPs Structure
● Modern materials enable the use of extensive glazing to provide natural 

light and a general sense of well being. 
● U-values as low as 0.8m²k can be achieved.

Materials 

● Durable materials will be used throughout the proposed scheme
● Low maintenance finished on external and internal finishes
● Sustainable finishes, such as thermally treated timber, TATA Steel 

Roofing and a through- colour render, which is self cleaning and chip 
resistant 
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Sunamp Heat Battery - Sustainability

One of our associate companies has developed a highly effective 
and safe way of storing “heat” using Phase Change Materials.

We will be installing this system in our showhouse so that 
prospective clients are able to experience this unique way of 
providing a comfortable, affordable, warm environment for their 
home.

SunAmp offers

● Dramatic efficiency gains and cost savings

● Super compact heat and cool storage

● Flexible construction allows easy integration

Sunamp works extremely effectively with Solar and PVT panels to 
provide lashings of hot water as and when you need it as well as 
keeping your house warm.

Solar Panels 

The South facing roof of the proposed scheme will include solar panels. 
These panels will provide electric for the house to use, as well as working 
with the Sunamp Heat Battery.

Air Source Heat Pump 

In place of a boiler, the scheme will include an air source heat pump as 
the main source of hot water and heating throughout the new home. 
This technology removes the requirement for gas connection, allowing 
properties to be “off grid”.

Key Features - Creating Beautiful Homes
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Mechanical Ventilation and Heat Recovery 
(MVHR) - Energy Efficiency 

With such highly efficient, airtight building fabric, the installation of 
ventilation system, MVHR, is the perfect way to heat new build homes. 
We have proposed installing this within the Show Home.

The benefits include:
● Improved air quality - continuous supply of fresh air. 
● Humidity Control - dehumidification is part of the system.
● Improved Comfort - Less noise from outside and less risk of 

draughts
● Energy Saving - 30% of the heating energy can be saved in air tight 

buildings

Energy Efficient Lighting 
A well designed low energy, lighting system is critical for that 
comfortable, ambience homemakers yearn to achieve. Using our 
computer modelling and the latest LED systems this can be done at a 
fraction of the installation and running costs of more traditional 
methods. We will have examples throughout the showhouse.

High Quality, Sustainable Design

The key concept of the property has sustainable design at its core. 
From the layout, orientation, pitched roof and glazing position, to the 
materials and systems used, sustainability is a major factor for this 
proposal.

Key Features - Creating Beautiful Homes
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Our Show Home Proposal 

Our Three Stage Process

Over the years we have developed a powerful way for families to 
embark on the self-build journey. It starts with the Creation Pack. 
Our proposal includes a Creation Pack, which is the perfect 
example of what all clients who engage with us will receive. 

Completed Projects 

Examples of some of our completed projects can be found on 
Houzz; 
https://www.houzz.co.uk/pro/modelprojects/model-projects-ltd 
Reviews, resulting in our award winning service award can also be 
found on the following link 
https://www.houzz.co.uk/browseReviews/modelprojects/model-pr
ojects-ltd 

3D Visuals and Virtual Reality (VR)

Our software provides 3D visuals of the proposed designs and we 
can provide virtual reality walk throughs of clients new homes.

On Site Support  

We plan to operate a working Self Build Design Studio and Advice Centre 
within the Show House so prospective clients can experience the design 
process and speak to our experts directly. We believe this would be of 
great benefit to all Graven Hill visitors.

Our Show House will also contain an Information Centre focussing on 
the build systems and the technology incorporated in the house. That 
way prospective clients will be in a better position to understand the 
intricacies of their own project and better able to decide which 
technologies they would like to incorporate.

Access Control 
We recommend a 24/7, monitored, keyless control system to allow all 
authorised personnel from MODEL Project or GHVDC, flexible and safe 
access to the show home as and when required.

Our recommendation is that we wait until all the show houses have 
been allocated so that a single system can be designed.

https://www.houzz.co.uk/pro/modelprojects/model-projects-ltd
https://www.houzz.co.uk/browseReviews/modelprojects/model-projects-ltd
https://www.houzz.co.uk/browseReviews/modelprojects/model-projects-ltd
https://www.houzz.co.uk/browseReviews/modelprojects/model-projects-ltd
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Our Show Home Proposal 

On Site Activity

Along with our highly visual designs we will be active during the build to 
capture the project as it is progressing. This will include time-lapse video, 
live, public webcam and extensive photography. All these systems are 
devised to promote that site, provide constant feedback to prospective 
clients and inform the public in general.

We will also host numerous open days and workshops supported by our 
extensive professional network designed to help and inform prospective 
clients and the self-buildit community. The intention being to extend 
Cherwell Council's legacy well beyond Graven Hill. 

Foundation Square   

MODEL Projects’ clients, Garrie & Sue are building at Plot 10, Foundation 
Square. 

The Pioneering Self Build Team have formed a fantastic sense of 
community, which we are privileged to be a part of.

We have worked closely with our clients, Garrie and Sue and GHDC to 
get the approval and all elements of the process underway. As we 
progress to works on site with this project, we believe that our 
experience and collaboration on this will enable us to be a strong 
partner for the Show Homes which back onto Foundation Square.
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Our Show Home Proposal 

Preferred Plot

Our preferred plot would be Plot 592. The reason being we already 
have a client at Plot 10 Foundation Square and this plot backs onto 
their garden. We anticipate the build overlapping so it would be 
extremely effective use of resource. Our design, however can be 
easily modified to occupy any the the Show Home sites. 

Timescale 
Our proposal provides for us to manage the Show Home for the 
mutual benefit of Model Projects and GHVDC for a period of nine 
years, with three year breaks by either party. Any necessary refresh 
or refurbishment can be carried to at each of these extension 
points. 

Planning 

Our design is based upon the approved 15-02159 OUT dated 
03/06/16. Our proposed design will comply with the Hoare Lee 
Graven Hill, Bicester, Passive Design Standards Revision F October 
2015. We have gone through the process of gaining approval for a 
property via this route with Plot 10 Foundation Square.

Outline Financial Offer
Our preferred option is to take advantage of GHVDC lease of the land 
and the Golden Brick works, via the Licence to Occupy and Build. Model 
Projects would at their cost build, furnish and maintain the Show Home 
and make it freely available to GHVDC. Model Projects would also supply 
resource to be available at busy times to assist potential clients.

Indicative Purchase Price  

Due to the high end design, finish, use of space, glazing, the property in 
its current 3-4 bedroom property would reach £570 - 600,000. 

A two bedroom and five bedroom option can be worked up in the same 
format of the Creation Pack Report, which will allow visitors to Graven 
Hill to see the options available to them, to suit their budget and space 
requirements.

Responsibilities 

For the avoidance of doubt we acknowledge all our responsibilities as 
laid out in Sections 12, 13, and 14 of your document: 170127 Show 
Homes & Demonstrator Plots Tender Information V1.0.pdf
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Questions?

If you have any queries in relation to our proposed collaboration, 
please refer them to:

Kathryn Mansi
07506700142

kathryn@modelprojects.co.uk

We would love to work with you.

mailto:kathryn@modelprojects.co.uk
mailto:kathryn@modelprojects.co.uk

